
188 LXXXIV. Arraeekorps (LXXXIV Army Corps)

This -unit was formed as Hoheres Kommando z,b.V.
converted to the Generalkommando LXXXIV. Armeekorps on May 15,
1942. It took over occupation and defense duties in the Caen,

Cherbourg, and St.Lo areas and on the Channel Islands. The
Corps remained in this sector until the withdrawal from France
following the invasion of Normandy.

Item

la, Tatigkeitsberichte des Hoheron Kommandos LX. Monthly activity reports of Hoheres
Kommando z.b.V. LX concerning its taking over the command of the XLIII. A.K. sec-
tor on Apr 5, 1941, and assignment for occupation duty in the Caen area, on the
Contentin Peninsula, and on the Channel Islands of Guernsey, Jersey, and Alderney;
Corps operations, coastal and insular defense, troop movements, mobilization, and
training activity; and enemy air activity in the Caen, Bayeux, Carentan, and
Valognes areas. The Corps was commanded by General von Viebahn to Dec 14, 1941,
and Gen.d.Art. Hans Behlendorff, Dec 15, 1941 - Apr 1, 1943.

la, Anlagen z. TB. Reports, directives, and maps concerning coastal defense from
Mont-St.Michel to the Seine estuary and the Channel Islands. Also, a map showing
the tactical disposition of units on the Cotentin Peninsula and in the Caen area.

la, Tatigkeitsbericht. Monthly activity reports concerning the shifting and transfer
of units, the fortification of the coastline and the Channel Islands, British
landing attempts at Alderney, and instructions from AOK 7 on the conversion of
Hoheres Kommando z.b.V. LX to the LXXXIV. A.K., effective May 15, 1942.

Dates Item No, Roll 1st Frame

Apr 1 - Dec 31, 1941 22609/1 1603

Apr 1 - Dec 31, 1941 22609/2 1603

Jan 1 - Sep 30, 1942 27587/1 1603

40

183

la, Qu., Ila, Anlagen z. TB; Ic, Tatigkeitsbericht mit Anlagen. Reports and maps con-
cerning reorganization, alert exercises, monthly personnel changes, officers' duty
assignments, and tactical disposition of units; morale and attitude of the French
civilian population; and supply operations and situation. Also, activity reports,
with appendixes, of the Intelligence Branch for the period Jun 1 to Sep 30, 1942,
pertaining to enemy land and air operations, propaganda, and acts of sabotage and
espionage, security control, British landings at Dieppe, troop recreation, counter-
intelligence, and activity of Organisation Todt; maps showing the extent of enemy
penetration; directives relating to prisoner-of-war interrogations, evacuation, and
military police measures; an order transferring the subordinate divisions and troops
of Hoheres Kommando z.b.V. LX to the LXXXIV. A.K. on May 21, 1942; and a report con-
cerning the transfer of executive power from Geheime Feldpolizei to Hoherer SS- und
Polizeifuhrer. Jan 4 - Sep 30, 1942 27587/2 1603 240
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Item Dates Item Mo,

189

Roll 1st Frame

la, Kriegstagebuch 1. War journal concerning operations, the combating of British air-
borne landings, coastal and insular defense, troop movements, and winter training.
Also, daily weather reports; the command headquarters was located at St.Lo. Oct 1 - Dec 31, 194.2 34.125/1 1603

la, Anlagen u. Beilagen z. KTE 1; Ic, Ila/b, Tatigkeitsberichte. Daily reports,
messages, tables, maps, and overlays pertaining to the operations, reorganiza-
tion, coastal defense and construction program, troop movements, winter training,
organization and equipment, status and fighting qualities, alert plans, and
tactical disposition of the Corps' subordinate units in the St.Lo, Caen, Cher-
bourg, and Avranches areas. Also, activity reports of the Intelligence Branch,
with intelligence bulletins and reports concerning enemy air, naval, and airborne
and coastal landing activities5 morale and attitude of the French civilian popu-
lation j and counterintelligence; activity reports of the Personnel Branch, with
a register of officers, and combat and ration strength reports.

34-1

la, Kriegstagebuch 2. War journal concerning operations, coastal defense, troop
movements, and enemy air activity in the Caen, Cherbourg, and Avianches areas.
Also, daily weather reports.

la, Kriegstagebuch 3. War journal on Corps operations and on enemy air activity
in the Cherbourg, St.Lo, Vivre, and Caen areas. Also, daily weather reports.
The Corps was commanded by Gen.d.Inf. Gustav von Zangen, Apr 1 - Aug 1, 1943,
and by Gen.d.Art. Erich Marcks, Aug 1, 194-3, until he was killed in action on
Jun 12, 1944.

la, Anlagen u. Beilagen z. KTB 2. Operations reports, messages, and orders re-
lating to construction of fortifications, enemy air action and landing attempts,
coastal securityj intelligence bulletins, and evaluation reports on the atti-
tude of the civilian population. Also, strength reports, order of battle charts,
and maps showing the tactical disposition of subordinate divisions and artillery
units on the Cotentin Peninsula in the St.Lo and Caen areas, and on the Channel
Islands.

la, Anlagen z. KTB 3; Ic, Tatigkeitsberichte. Reports and messages on activities
of the Corps, coastal and highway security, 194-3-4-4- construction program,
training, and reorganization. Also, activity reports of the Intelligence Branch,

Oct 1 - Dec 31, 1942 34125/2 1603

Jan 1 - Jun 30, 1943 44062/1 1603

424

835

Jul 1 ~ Dec 31, 1943 44062/2 1603 940

Jan 1 - Jun 30, 1943 44062/3 1604



190 LXXXIV. Armeekorps

Item

with intelligence bulletins concerning enemy air operations, acts of sabotage,
the hostile attitude of the civilian population; and the tactical situation,
counterintelligence, troo" educatio^ ird entertainment$ and the failure of meas-
ures taken to recruit labor in France for employment in Germany; order of battle
charts of the Corps' units; and maps showing the location of subordinate divi-
sions and artillery units,

la, Anlagen z. KTB 3. Reports and orders concerning operations during the first
stage of the Normandy invasion in the La Haye-du-Fuits-Lessay area, listing
combat operations of the 2. SS-Fz.Div., Pz.Lehr-Div., and other subordinate
units during withdrawal. Also, an overlay showing the firing line and area
near Feriers west-northwest of St.Lo and an organization and equipment chart
of the Corps' artillery.

Dates Item Ho. Roll 1st Frame

Jul 1 - Dec 31, 1943 44062/4 1604 652

Jul 13-26, 1944 44062/6 1604 1360


